20 - year Reunion
April 20th
2024
Some Changes to Stanford’s Labs

- Old High Energy Physics Lab
- Gravity Probe B’s 2-story Trailers
- New – Science and Engineering Quad (SEQ) With Stone Spheres Artwork
- Stanford’s Electrical Engineering Building With #IfThenSheCan Artwork
Agenda

11:00 – 12:00  GP-B Social
12:00 – 1:30  Lunch
1:30 – 2:30  Presentations:
   Tom Langenstein
   Sasha Buchman
   Francis Everitt
   Rex Geveden
   John Turneaure / Sasha Buchman
   Brad Parkinson
2:30 – 2:45  Group Photo  SEQ Courtyard
2:45 – 4:00  GP-B Social
Many Thanks for:

Photo/Artwork Slide Show

Website being moved
> Stanford Library Archives
> 200 hits/day
Many thanks to the GP-B Reunion Organizing Committee
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